SMALL BUSINESS SPOTLIGHT

bring, Shoreline also hosts special charitable functions.
For the entire month of February every Thursday a different small batch stout
will be unveiled along with a chop entrée
– Shoreline’s calling it Stout and Chop
month, and 100% of the sales of weekly

Locally Made
Brews Brings Dollars
to the Community

special stouts will be donated to Pancreatic Cancer Research.
Shoreline Promotes Buying
Local through Special Events
Shoreline also features a diverse variety of live music performances nearly
each weekend, ranging from local artists
to nationally known ones.

By Nick Dmitrovich
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In the eight years that it’s been open for business, the Shoreline Brewery has grown into much more than just a brewery.

“Besides employing over 30 employees currently, our expansion will bring in new jobs,” said David Dabagia, Marketing Man-
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“Shoreline Brewery has become a destination attraction in
Michigan City. People come to the city specifically to visit Shoreline Brewery. These guests then use other local businesses as a

How Does Shoreline Boost the Local Economy?
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Artists like these attract fans from all
over the region, even reaching far up into
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In addition to the job creation that the new facilities will
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Representing
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For more information contact:
Randolph E. Ruff l 312.558.1228
Tina M. Bengs l 219.242.8664
www.ogletreedeakins.com

the building that would create 20 new jobs instantly. He also has
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The Pyramid Building was purchased in Spetember of 202, with plans that include expanding the
exsiting beer garden, and more. Up to 100 jobs within the next five to seven years will be created.

and Northwest Indiana.
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uting to the growth of economic development to Michigan City

Shoreline is popular with ale-aficionados for its ever growing list
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Recent events held in early January
included internationally renowned gui-
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BP SAFETY AWARD
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WITHOUT AN INJURY
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2008, 2009, 2010, 2011
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